Truth & Consequences


**Some Observations about Truth and Consequences**

- **Truth Has Its Consequences**
  - Matthew 10:34-37

- **Truth is Greater Than Consequences**
  - John 8:31-32
  - 1 Peter 1:22

- **Consequences Are to Be Considered**

- **Man Does Not Regulate Consequences**
  - 2 Timothy 4:1-4
  - John 6:66-69

- **Consequences Are Not Above Bearing**
  - Romans 8:28
  - 1 Peter 5:7

- **Consequences Help Others to Become Stronger**
  - 1 Peter 1:6-7
  - James 1:12

- **Consequences Defeat Many**
  - 2 Timothy 4:10
  - John 6:66-69

**We Must Bear the Cross in Order to Wear the Crown!**